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The UK government has a commitment to reach net
zero by 2050 with ambitious plans in place to improve
air and water quality, biodiversity and waste reduction.

31 October – 12 November 2021 also sees Glasgow
host COP26 which will bring together nations to agree

on how best to tackle climate change.

As a result of such increased political focus on
sustainability and the climate crisis, we are seeing:

further media attention; heightened public awareness
of the challenges we face; and an increased pressure
on businesses to do their part to be more sustainable

and help tackle climate change. Businesses need to
take action to keep up with the increasingly ambitious

government targets and public expectations.
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Sustainability is a topic that is consistently in the media, whether
it be in the news, the subject of documentaries, or posts on
social media. On top of this, companies continue to talk about
sustainability and their plans to hit net zero by a certain date.
But do people really care? And are companies talking about and,
more importantly, actually implementing change in the places
that people care about most?
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SUSTAINABILITY

Impact’s Great Green Sustainability Study is a bi-annual study
that has been running for almost 2 years and seeks to
understand:

What people’s attitudes are to the environment and climate
change
What people are currently doing to be environmentally-
friendly
What people think about how some of the biggest brands and
retailers perform on sustainability, in which being
environmentally-friendly is a key element

Now approaching its fifth wave, our online quantitative survey
with 6,000 people, aged 18+, in the UK shows that packaging and
recycling is at the forefront of people’s minds. They expect
companies to be working towards reducing their use of single
use plastics; increasing the use of recyclable materials; and
making recycling and sustainable packaging options more
accessible.

This report will take you through some of the key insights with
regards to plastics, recycling and refill stations, a solution that is
becoming more prominent in retailers.

IMPACT'S GREAT GREEN SUSTAINABILITY STUDY
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PLASTIC PACKAGING

INSIGHT 1: PEOPLE MAKE SNAP JUDGEMENTS 
With 70% of people feeling the use of plastic packaging should be banned
(a statistic which has been consistent over the last 2 years of research), it’s
clear that products made of plastic or wrapped in plastic packaging will be
perceived more negatively.

Plastic, in fact, evokes quite negative emotions, with almost three-quarters
of people claiming plastic packaging makes them feel either anger, sadness,
guilt or contempt (Oct20, Wave 3).

25% 19% 18% 11%

Anger Sadness Guilt Contempt

"Should not be any plastic, we
need to look after the

planet...embarrasssed that
people did not research all the
issues with using plastic before

they started using it."
(Oct20, Wave 3)

“‘Think about David Attenborough,
plastics in the sea and animals
getting tangled up in plastic.”

(Oct20, Wave 3)
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% acceptance for different types of plastic (Apr21, Wave 4):

A lot of people will have seen the image of a turtle tangled in plastic from
David Attenborough’s Blue Planet. It’s these sorts of images, which feature
in documentaries and news reports, that stick with people, and has made
plastic the villain (rightly or wrongly) in the climate crisis. This also means
that companies need to be careful about their use of plastic, as it has the
potential to damage perceptions of them as a sustainable brand.

However, in actual fact, it’s
single use plastic where
most of the negativity lies,
as people are quite
accepting of the other
types. They just require
education and
reassurance that the
plastic is recyclable and/or
recycled. 

We also find that plastic
which is recyclable but
only through returning to
store has lower levels of
acceptance, but this is
largely due to the
inconvenience of returning
to the store. Any form of
sustainable behaviour
needs to be easy and
accessible for people.
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INSIGHT 3: AWARENESS THAT SOME PLASTICS CAN
ONLY BE RECYCLED AT SUPERMARKETS IS LOW
Supermarkets are increasingly trying to cut down on their use of plastics and
packaging. Some examples include:

The major supermarket chains signing up to the UK Plastic Pact
Reducing excessive packaging waste
Making packaging more easily recyclable
Offering opportunities for consumers to return the more hard-to-recycle
packaging back to the store

However, awareness of the take-back programmes is low, especially amongst
the 65+ age cohort, with even fewer actually using the recycling points.

46%

(40% amongst 65+)

% who use the supermarket recycling points
(Apr20, Wave 2):

INSIGHT 2: THE MEDIA WILL INFLUENCE FUTURE VIEWS OF PLASTIC VS.
GLASS

67%

feel that plastic is worse
than glass packaging

(Apr21, Wave 4)

(74% amongst retirees)

The media is playing a huge role in shaping people’s attitudes towards plastic, with two-thirds of people claiming
their views of plastic packaging have been influenced by what they see in the news, especially high amongst
retirees.

The focus on plastic has distracted people from the effects glass can also have
on the environment with two-thirds of people feeling that plastic is worse than
glass packaging. In reality, glass is not always the best alternative and is arguably
worse than plastic packaging:

The making of glass includes the use of non-renewable materials (e.g. sand
and minerals) and results in water pollution.
Glass is heavier than plastic and therefore requires more fossil fuels to make
and transport.

The media will play a vital role in educating people on packaging materials, and
offering the reassurance that not all plastic is ‘bad’ plastic.

37%aware that some plastics
are recyclable but only

at supermarket recycling
points (Apr20, Wave 2)

64%

69%

Total

Retirees

% who agree their views of plastic packaging have been influenced by what they see in the news: (Apr21, Wave 4)

Total

Retirees

64%

69%

The key barriers to using these recycling points are:

A lack of awareness – more signage about the recycling points and the types
of packaging accepted will increase awareness and confidence in what can
and can’t be recycled there.
Inconvenience – people don’t want to carry empty packaging back to the
store. An incentive, much like the Deposit Return Scheme, could encourage a
change in behaviours.



Despite high levels of recycling overall, there is a feeling amongst a third of the
population that they could recycle even more.

We know that approximately half of people actively look for products made from
recycled materials, with slightly more actively looking for products with recyclable
packaging, suggesting people are keen to do their part and recycle where they can.

Both of these statements are more likely to be agreed with by the 25-34 age
cohort, while less likely to be agreed with by the 65+ age cohort.
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RECYCLING

INSIGHT 1: PEOPLE FEEL THEY COULD RECYCLE
MORE 

89%

Recycle regularly Feel they could
recycle more

32%

Amongst those who feel they
could recycle more:

Feel it should be clearer
what can and can't be

recycled 

47%

% agree (Apr21, Wave 4):

Recycling is one of the most common behaviours people have adopted, with 9 in
10 claiming to recycle regularly. This has certainly been helped by the 2003
Household Waste Recycling Act, which meant by 2010 local authorities would have
to provide every household in England with a separate recycling collection of at
least two types. This made recycling much more convenient to people.

However, there are still challenges people face when it comes to recycling, and it is
down to the government, local councils and manufacturers to potentially
collaborate to help people overcome these barriers and make recycling more
accessible.

49% 55%

Actively look for
products with

recyclable
materials

Actively look for
products with

recyclable
packaging

(58% amongst
25-34)

(61% amongst
25-34)

(42% amongst
65+)

(50% amongst
65+)

However, there is still a level of
confusion over what can and can’t be
recycled with many claiming there is
conflicting information over what the
manufacturer says on the packaging
and what the local council will actually
accept.

This is especially important when
looking at those aged 45+, who really
struggle to differentiate between what
can and can’t be recycled. By
overcoming these challenges, we
could see people recycling even more.(63% amongst 45+)
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INSIGHT 3: MANUFACTURERS HAVE A VITAL ROLE TO PLAY TOO

0

50

Manufacturers also have a significant role to play in aiding people with their recycling. In addition to the confusion
brought on from local councils, people are also getting confused by the messaging on pack. Almost three-quarters
of people feel it should be made clearer on packaging how to dispose of it. This is especially high in beauty and
cosmetics, while the level of agreement is lowest in meat alternatives.

% who feel brands need to make it clearer on the packaging how to dispose of it (Apr21, Wave 4):

83%

61%

Beauty
and

Cosmetics

Meat
Alternatives

INSIGHT 2: CONSISTENCY ACROSS LOCAL COUNCILS WILL EASE THE
CONFUSION

"My local concil is the worst
for recycling. If I moved, I
could recycle a lot more ."

(Apr21, Wave 4)

69%

% who feel their local council
should be clearer about what can
and can't be recycled (Apr21,
Wave 4): 

The above tables shows that even amongst councils that form North Surrey,
there are still differences in what packaging is accepted by the authorities.

Across the country, if uncertainty exists, people will often just assume they
can place it in their recycle bins in the hope the authorities will remove the
packaging if it isn’t actually recyclable. This often leads to contamination
and can result in the rubbish going to landfill or incineration.

Through establishing a more unified national recycling strategy, as well as
clearer communications about what our local councils can and can’t recycle,
people will feel more at ease when disposing their household waste.

Many place the blame on local councils. They claim that there is too much inconsistency across councils, which
makes the whole process confusing. This is especially so amongst more transient populations.

Below are some examples of what is accepted in the recycling collections of three councils in Surrey:

With two-thirds of people also claiming they usually read the packaging to know how to dispose of it, clear on-pack
communication is key to encouraging better, more effective recycling.

Dry paper and cardboard

Clean plastic bottles

Clean plastic tubs/ trays

Clean metal tins/ cans

Clean glass bottles/ jars

Clean aluminium foil/ trays

Aerosols

Clean empty food and
drinks cartons

Plastic bags and other
stretchable plastic film

Elmbridge Surrey Heath SpelthorneWhat can be recycled

Soft
Drinks

Dish-
washing 
Products

Cereal

78%

Personal
Care

Products

Crisps Bread Toilet
Paper

76% 75% 69% 68% 67% 66%

"Not all local authorities recycle
everything that can be recycled

when it comes to plastics."
(Apr21, Wave 4)
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REFILL STATIONS

INSIGHT 1: MOST PEOPLE ARE OPEN TO USING A REFILL STATION

INSIGHT 2: BUT, LIKELIHOOD TO USE REFILL STATIONS DEPENDS ON
THE CONTENTS
Use of the refill stations will depend heavily on the contents. Home and personal care products are likely to lead to
higher levels of use, while beer and soft drinks refills are the least likely to be used. Females aged 18-44 are
consistently more likely to use the refill stations across all categories we tested.

% who are open
to using a refill
station for at
least one
category (Apr21,
Wave 4):

75%

18-34   65+ 

87% 66%

% likely to use refill stations (Apr21, Wave 4):

Laundry detergent 

Washing up liquid 

Handwash 

Pasta

Shampoo

Cereal

Coffee beans/ granules

Teabags

Soft drinks 

Beer

60% 

60% 

59% 

57% 

56% 

55% 

55% 

54% 

42% 

37% 

One approach to reduce the amount of packaging dramatically is by going completely packaging-free. This is seen
in retailers such as Lush with their packaging-free ‘Naked collection’ and supermarkets, which are increasing the
amount of loose fruit and vegetables available. However, this is not always possible for all types of products.

Another approach to cut down on packaging that has been trialled in a number of supermarkets, and will likely
become more prominent in the future, is refill stations.

Refill stations work by people bringing in their own container and filling it with different items, for
example personal care products or grain products.

Although not prevalent in supermarkets at the moment, once consumers are introduced to the idea of refill
stations, they are actually quite open to them. This is especially the case amongst 18-34 year olds, while there is a
little more trepidation amongst the 65+ age cohort.
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INSIGHT 3: HYGIENE AND MESS ARE THE MAIN BARRIERS TO USING
REFILL STATIONS

For food and drinks categories, hygiene is the main barrier to using refill stations, while for any liquid categories
(whether it be drinks or personal care) there are concerns over how messy it'll be. 

Messy (40%) 

Top barrier

Messy (43%) 

Messy (40%) 

Hygiene (48%) 

Messy (40%) 

Hygiene (50%) 

Hygiene (40%) 

Hygiene (42%) 

Hygiene (41%); Messy (30%) 

Hygiene (35%); Messy (29%) 

Product However, we see some significant differences by age.
While those aged 65+ are predominantly concerned
about hygiene, perhaps driven by the Covid-19 pandemic,
the 18-24 age cohort have other concerns (in addition to
hygiene and mess).

Although the 18-24 age cohort are most open to using
refill stations, it appears that they will also be a more
challenging audience to persuade if the right processes
are not in place. They have multiple concerns ranging
from the containers and mess to queues and prices.

56
%

 

52
%

 

42
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39
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38
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  44
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64
%

 

55
%

 

29
%

 

22
%

 

20
%

 

30
%

 

Hygiene Messy  Forgot
own

container
 

QueuesContainer
leaks

Price 

% who selected the barrier to using a refill station
for at least one category (Apr21, Wave 4):

18-24 65+

Retailers will need to ensure all of these issues have been overcome in order to increase take-up of this latest
method to reduce use of packaging.
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IN SUMMARY
People need support in order to become more sustainable. This can come from a number of directions:

1. Manufacturers
Manufacturers should reduce their use of single use plastic packaging and use recyclable alternatives. Ideally,
they should avoid using mixed materials, as this makes it more challenging for people to recycle – they are not
prepared to break apart packaging into different materials.

They should also make it clear on-pack how to dispose of the packaging. Many people read the packaging and
genuinely want to recycle effectively; they just require some hand-holding.

2. Local Councils
There is much confusion around recycling, and what can and can’t be recycled. People want clarity and feel their
local council should provide it, especially as there are so many differences in what can be recycled across
councils. A unified national recycling strategy would help to ease the doubt that people currently feel when
recycling.

3. The Media
The media are important in shaping the views and attitudes people have on the environment, climate change,
and especially plastic. The regular negative narrative around plastic packaging has led to some misconceptions.
The media can be used as an educational channel, which can build up the knowledge people have about different
types of plastic – not all types of plastic are terrible.

4. Retailers
Retailers can encourage packaging reduction through selling loose products and offering refill stations. Most
people are open to using refill stations in some form, but measures will need to be in place to keep the space
hygienic, free from mess, and efficient to avoid queues.

For those products where plastic packaging is required but can only be recycled in-store, supermarkets should
raise awareness of this through in-store messaging, while usage of the recycling points could be encouraged
through a form of incentivisation.

If you would like to find out more about this study and how we could support
your business with your sustainability strategy, please get in touch with Tom
Gould, Head of Consumer & Services at Impact at
tom.gould@impactmr.com

You can also visit our website at www.impactmr.com

http://www.impactmr.com/
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